CANCER PREVENTION
Few diagnoses are more
terrifying than “cancer.”
Scientists have come a
l o n g wa y i n t h ei r
understanding of why
cancer takes root in some
patients and not others.
Basically, cancer is like
many other illnesses that,
in my opinion, result from
one or more of the
following: bad genes, bad
food, and bad attitudes.

make many “bad” cells that could potentially turn into
a cancerous tumor. It is our immune system that is
charged with seeking out and destroying these
abnormal cells before they can develop into a cancer.
“Bad” attitudes (ie…stress) can weaken the immune
system, allowing cancerous cells to evade
destruction and become dangerous tumors.
Patients with cancer, high levels of stress, and those
who have a strong family history of cancer can use
nutritional supplements to boost the “seek and
destroy” ability of their immune systems. Clinical
studies have repeatedly demonstrated the value and
power of the supplements available in our Natural
Pharmacy for patients who have had, currently have,
or are trying to prevent cancer.

Cancer is ultimately triggered by a “bad” gene, a
gene that allows a normal cell to grow and divide until
it takes over the body’s vital organs causing death.
These “bad” genes can be triggered by chance, or
by toxins in our food, water and air. Each of us will

For your best chance to beat and avoid cancer, use
nutritional supplements, eat/breathe/drink as cleanly
as you can, and reduce the impact of stress on your
emotional health using a healing discipline that rings
true to you.

Destroy Cancer Cells

Destroy Cancer Cells

CORIOLUS-PS

THEA-STAT

by Health Concerns
•

Used in Japanese hospital cancer wards

As any Oncologist treating
cancer patients will tell you,
chemotherapy and radiation do
not kill every last cancer cells.
After treatment, there may be
trillions of cancer cells left alive,
ready to attack a body
weakened from cancer
treatment. It is the patient’s
own immune system that must
awaken, mobilize, hunt and kill
all of the remaining cancer
cells.
Certain mushroom extracts are known to help boost
the immune system to a level necessary to destroy
cancer cells.
Coriolus is such a medicinal
mushroom that has been used for several decades
in the cancer wards of mainstream Japanese
hospitals to assist in the treatment of cancers of the
breast, esophagus, lung, stomach, liver, colon, head
and neck. Scientific studies prove that cancer
patients receiving conventional treatment do better
when they simultaneously use Coriolus extracts.
To date, there have been no reports of increased
side effects in the patients using specific Coriolus
extracts.
PRODUCT #

SIZE

131

90 tab

by Douglas Labs
•

•

For cancer, heart
disease, stroke

Patented green tea
extract

Everyone knows that green
tea is good for you.
However, not everyone has
the time to drink the six to
eight cups a day that are
necessary to get all of the
anti-cancer, immuneboosting, weight loss, and
cardiovascular benefits that
green tea is known for.
Thea-Stat is a patented
ex trac t of green tea
theaflavins and catechins
w h i c h
a r e
t h e
t w o
m o s t
potent, health-promoting benefits of green tea.
This is an important, breakthrough supplement for
patients concerned about cancer, heart disease and
stroke prevention because Thea-Stat contains a
powerful concentration of the most powerful
antioxidants found in green tea.
PRODUCT #

SIZE

198

30 gel

16

•
•

16 Powerful Medicinal Mushrooms

Strongest Medicinal Mushroom

HOST DEFENSE

CHAGA

by NewMark

by JHS

Boost immune system •
by 400%
Organic and wild

Recommended for
patient with increase
risk of cancer

As a physician practicing
Integrative Medicine, I
continue to be impressed by
the healing powers of
medicinal mushr ooms.
Scientists continue to add to
the list of mushrooms that
have proven health benefits
which include boosting the
immune system, reducing
inflammation, promoting
healthy cellular activity,
su pport ing a he althy
cardiovascular system, and
promoting longevity.
With all of the good health news on so many
different mushrooms, it is hard to pick just one or two
specific mushroom extracts for your daily regimen.
NewMark has solved this problem by creating Host
Defense, a blend of 16 of the most powerful, best
studied medicinal mushrooms. These mushrooms
are wild-crafted and organic and then processed at
the peak of their medicinal value for maximum health
benefit.
NewMark has gone one step further and scientifically
tested Host Defense which demonstrated the ability
to boost key aspects of immune strength by 400%.
Host Defense should be used by patients who have
or who are at increased risk for cancer and by those
who need to boost their immune systems.
PRODUCT #

SIZE

240

60 cap

•

Targets cancer cells

•

Grows only in wild

•

Treats cancer of
breast, uterine, liver
and stomach

•

Also treats high blood
pressure, diabetes,
influenza, stomach
ulcers and arthritis

•

Documented healing

In the United States, we have
always
appreciated
mushrooms for their
gastronomic delights, but we
are only just beginning to
explore the tremendous value
of mushrooms for their
medical benefits.
For more than 3,000 years,
Asian cultures have been
using medicinal mushrooms
to heal conditions ranging
from fatigue to cancer. As an
herbal therapy, Chaga stands out as one of the
most potent mushrooms.
Chaga is a mushroom that grows only on the Birch
tree and is only wild-crafted, never farmed. There
is an extensive, international body of research that
has documented the healing properties of Chaga.
This includes specific studies of Chaga as
adjunctive treatment for a variety of cancers,
including breast, uterine, liver, and stomach.
Chaga has long been used in folk medicine as a
treatment for high blood pressure, diabetes,
influenza, stomach ulcers, and arthritis.
As with other medicinal mushrooms like Shitake,
Maitake, and Reishi, Chaga also contains a
panoply of nutrients to stimulate the immune
system which is important for the body to fight
conditions ranging from the common cold to
cancer. Chaga, however, also contains specific
nutrients that directly target and kill cancer cells.
As such, Chaga is considered by many herbalists
to be the strongest of all medicinal mushrooms.
PRODUCT #

SIZE

239

150 cap

17

